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As a memorial to Albert Cass who died on January 15, 1974, his
many friends have established the Albert Cass Traveling
Fellowship. In appreciation of the research interests, which
Albert Cass pursued at the four universities named below, a
fellowship of $2,000 will be awarded to a medical or graduate
student to defray travel and living expenses incurred while
conducting research or attending lectures at any institution
here or abroad. Preference will be given to candidates who
wish to use the award for research and other independent study,
rather than for the purposes of didactic instruction alone. The
award will be made by a committee consisting of a
representative from each of the four participating institutions,
The Rockefeller University, Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, Dartmouth College and the University of
Copenhagen. Only students from these four institutions may
apply; applications must be made before June 1st of each
year to the committee member from the student's institution.
The fellowship award is valid for any period in the academic
year beginning July 1. The period of study planned at another
institution during the tenure of an Albert Cass Fellowship should
be at least three weeks. Medical students or graduate students
from any department in the biophysical, physical or biological
sciences may apply. Two letters of recommendation from
members of the faculty at the candidate's institution and one
from the sponsor at the institution in which the student plans to
study are required. The sponsor's letter should indicate his
acceptance of the student and should outline the research project
or training program to be undertaken. Also, the student should
indicate the degree of criticalness of the award for the pursuit of
the research project. The award will be made no later than July
1st of each year.
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